How to help the bot adding descriptions in your language?

Changing descriptions in Wikidata

After Wikimania 2018 a bot was programmed in order to modify descriptions from several languages at the same time in Wikidata as other bots did (Robin Bot, Ra-bot-nik, ...), with the difference of doing it in the languages of the Iberian Peninsula (Spanish, Catalan, Galician, ...).

Currently the bot has translation for three of those languages, but we are looking for more languages (any is welcome!) to also complete the descriptions from that language.

How does the bot work?

1) Looking for biographies in Wikidata that do not have a complete description in any of the languages currently being considered, but that already contain the nationality, profession and gender.

2) With these data we collect the noun + adjective + gender = label in Wikidata.

Examples: Dutch rower, German athlete, Portuguese doctor, ...

How to help the bot adding descriptions in your language?

1) Write a message to my Wikipedia user {{u|Vanbasten_23}}. There is currently an archive with 200 countries and 2200 professions. Wikidata will search and find out how many terms it knows in your language, but you will have to complete the rest.

2) When you’re done, the bot will work to add all the descriptions in several languages at the same time.